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CE Advocate Workshop Track
While most workshop options at the CE World Convention are a
la carte, the CE Advocate workshops are a series of five
progressive workshops that run throughout the Convention. 

CE leaders and interested CE members are
encouraged to attend all five Advocate workshops. 

Those who attend all five
Advocate workshop sessions
will receive a certification of
completion!

50 FREE printed copies
of the brand new CE
Advocate's Guidebook
are available at the
World Convention!

These workshops, lead by Rev. Dr. Mark
Andréson, Director of the Institute for Youth
Studies (IYS), will explore how to
STRENGTHEN, SCALE and SUSTAIN the CE
movement. 



THURSDAY MORNING (11:00 - 12:00)
CE Advocate (part 1) - Strengthen by Aligning
Mark Andréson
Explore how to STRENGTHEN, SCALE and SUSTAIN the CE
movement through these five workshops

Leadership in 4D 
Klaus Göttler
This workshop examines crucial aspects of effective leadership
through the lens of the four dimensions of CE.

Foundations of the Bible - The Story
Kali Sensenig
This workshop takes a foundational look at what the Bible is, and
why God gifted us with it. 

Gaming for God's Glory
Ruben Ullrich
This workshop is a creative take on how video gaming and multi-
player games connect to faith development and depth.

Planning a Youth Camp from the Bottom Up 
Daniel Hoffmann
This practical workshop lays out the important principles involved
in planning and leading a successful youth camp experience from
beginning to end.

**workshop titles & leaders may change

Football and Sports for God's Glory
Zach Coryell
This workshop will present practical and exciting ideas about how
sports connects with faith. Tangible ideas will be shared for how we
can 'make the planet shake' through sports and competition!



THURSDAY AFTERNOON (14:30 - 15:30)

CE Advocate (part 2) - Strengthen by Aligning
Mark Andréson
Explore how to STRENGTHEN, SCALE and SUSTAIN the CE
movement through these five workshops

Foundations of the Bible - Connection & Study
Kali Sensenig
This workshop takes a foundational look at our relationship with
the Bible and how we study it, both individually, but alongside our
fellow believers.

Bible Study 
Daniel Hoffmann
This practical study evaluates aspects of the Bible, helping to
connect the lesson with being empowered to make the planet
shake.

Gaming for God's Glory (part 2)
Ruben Ullrich
This workshop continues to explore the connections between
gaming, faith and living for God's glory. 

Climate Panel 
Desmon Haumea, Thomas Kröck
This workshop will provide both a Pacific and European
perspective on climate change and how Christians should
understand and respond to various climate issues.

**workshop titles & leaders may change



FRIDAY MORNING (11:00 - 12:00)

Foundations of the Bible - The Old Testament
Kali Sensenig
This workshop takes a foundational look at the Old Testament, its
purpose, and the overarching story of Grace the scriptures point to.

Daily Time Out with God
Anna Förter
This workshop explores what it means to spend daily time
connecting with God in fresh, meaningful and deeply practical
ways.

Experiential Education 
Harry Wedekind
This workshop takes a fun and dynamic look at how experiential
learning impacts and amplifies education. Practical tools and ideas
which can be applied to a variety of situations will be shared.

CE Advocate (part 3) - Scale by Advancing
Mark Andréson)
Explore how to STRENGTHEN, SCALE and SUSTAIN the CE
movement through these five workshops

Youthwork in Social Hotspots 
Joshua
This fascinating workshop explores the challenges, benefits and
impact of ministering to the next generation in difficult locations.
Practical insights will be offered on how to do effective youth work
through cultural and social challenges.

Youth Empowerment 
Sangita
This workshop is a powerful exploration of what it means to deeply
empower the next generation for God's glory. Practical tools and
ideas will be explored. 

**workshop titles & leaders may change



Workshops
FRIDAY AFTERNOON (14:30 - 15:30)

Photography and Media Ministry for God's Glory
BaymanChe Media Ministry
This workshop is led by the BaymanChe Media Ministry from CE-
Lebanon. They will present a fun and practical look at ways to
utilize photography, video and other creative media for God's honor
and glory.

Foundations of the Bible - The Gospels & Grace
Kali Sensenig
This workshop presents a walkthrough of the life, death, and
resurrection of Jesus Christ. Examine what the Gospel means for
us, and how we pass along God's message to the rest of the world.

Empower Through Music 
Phurba Tamang
This creative workshop will focus on what it means to utilize God-
given musical potential, talent and interest for God's glory and to
build God's Kingdom. Different aspect of music will be explored,
connecting with what it means to be Biblically empowered.

CE Advocate (part 4) - Scale by Advancing
Mark Andréson
Explore how to STRENGTHEN, SCALE and SUSTAIN the CE
movement through these five workshops

Youthwork in Social Hotspots 
Joshua
This fascinating workshop explores the challenges, benefits and
impact of ministering to the next generation in difficult locations.
Practical insights will be offered on how to do effective youth work
through cultural and social challenges.

Youth Empowerment 
Sangita
This workshop is a powerful exploration of what it means to deeply
empower the next generation for God's glory. Practical tools and
ideas will be explored. **workshop titles & leaders may change



SATURDAY MORNING (11:00 - 12:00)

Foundations of the Bible - The Message
Kali Sensenig
This final Foundations workshop is a collaborative session on how
we meet the World around us while embracing the Truth of the
Bible. It looks at who the Bible calls us to be, and what it means to
come together as the Church. How do we take what we know about
the Bible and communicate it to others?

CE Advocate (part 5) - Sustain by Amplifying
Mark Andréson
Explore how to STRENGTHEN, SCALE and SUSTAIN the CE
movement through these five workshops

Faith-Based Scout Work
Christian Petersen
This workshop explores the impact of faith-based scout work as
experienced in CE-Germany with practical tools and insights for
how Scout Work can lead to deep and robust faith.

Climate Panel 
Desmon Haumea, Thomas Kröck
This workshop will provide both a Pacific and European perspective
on climate change and how Christians should understand and
respond to various climate issues.

Taking Social Action 
Nelli Heinrich
This workshop examines principles and ideas for how Christians
can biblically and effectively be involved in social action. Practical
steps for engaging in social action for God's glory will be explored.

**workshop titles & leaders may change



**workshop titles & leaders may change

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
In place of workshop options on Saturday afternoon, there will be
a special Climate Activity led by Dr. Thomas Kröck and Björn
Steinhilber This will be a practical, hands-on project completed
on the grounds of Flensunger Hof. We're excited to work together
to learn more about the environment, and to lend our hands,
energy and effort in practical ways to make the planet shake for
God's glory!


